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(Finite Element Method) , FDM $(F\ddot{m}te$
Difference Method), BEM (Boundary Element
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(1) C, C$++$ , Fortran90
CUDA
OpenCL ;


















Xeon W3520 (Nehalem Quad$\cdot$core,
$2.67GH_{Z})$ . : $12GB$ . OS: CentOS5.5
x86-64.
$\bullet$ GPU :
Tesla C2050. CUDA toolkit : version3.2.
GPU Driver 260.19.26.
$\bullet$ :




mp $ta=nvidia\cdot Mhst\cdot Minfo=accel$,mp‘’
32 GPU
$ppOpeiiAT/STATIC$




























$\bullet$ Medium: 2400 $x$ 2400,
$\bullet$ $Medium\cdot Large$ : 15,000 $x$ 15,000,
$\bullet$ Large: 21,600 $x$ 21,600.
34 AT













$4x4=16$ (varied (row, col)
































Time in second Time of $\Re t-\vee ec$ Kernels $N=6\infty(Sma||)$
12345678910111213141516
4 CPU - AT (BEM)
2 AT CPU GPU
1 CPU
4 1
Smau, Medium, Medium $\cdot$Large,
Large

























$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} \mathfrak{W}y_{s}\Re$ $eSP_{--}^{-}$
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